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The emergence of transnational social movements as major actors in inter-

national politics – as witnessed in Seattle in 1999 and elsewhere – has sent

shockwaves through the international system. Many questions have arisen

about the legitimacy, coherence and efficiency of the international order

in the light of the challenges posed by social movements. This ground-

breaking book offers a fundamental critique of twentieth-century inter-

national law from the perspective of Third World social movements – the

first ever to do so. It examines in detail the growth of two key compo-

nents of modern international law – international institutions and human

rights – in the context of changing historical patterns of Third World

resistance. Using a historical and interdisciplinary approach, Rajagopal

presents compelling evidence challenging current debates on the evolu-

tion of norms and institutions, the meaning and nature of the Third World

as well as the political economy of its involvement in the international

system.
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The role of non-state actors, particularly NGOs and social movements, has
become more important in international relations and in domestic policy.
The well-known protests against the World Trade Organization in Seattle
in 1999 and against other global economic institutions since then have
firmly introduced social movements into the debate on global governance.
The violent attacks against targets in the US on September 11, 2001, have
even introduced the idea of networks of non-state actors into analyses of
peace and security. Indeed, recent work in several disciplines including
international relations, comparative politics, sociology and anthropology
has attempted to come to grips with these new phenomena.1 Despite
this, legal scholarship in general, and international legal scholarship in
particular, have been slow to respond to these changes. Despite recent work
in law and society that examines the importance of social mobilization
for legal transformation,2 international legal scholarship has remained
largely isolated from this body of work. A principal purpose of this book
is to fill this gap by systematically addressing the role of social movements
in international legal transformation.

However, this is a hard task. There are two ways of seeing and inter-
preting international legal transformation – from above as most lawyers
do when they focus on formal sources, judicial opinions, and treaties
exclusively – or from below when we focus on the lived experience of or-
dinary people with international law when they encounter international
institutions, frame their demands in international legal terms, and net-
work for influencing international or domestic policy. The latter genre of
work is not usual in international law, partly because there is no tradition
of socio-legal research in international law as there is in domestic law.
Therefore, “thicker” descriptions of how norms and institutions evolve –
for instance, through ethonography – are not common. But it is clear that
there is a greater need for such scholarship in international law now more

1 See e.g., Keck and Sikkink (1998). 2 See e.g., Epp (1998); Rosenberg (1991).
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xiv preface and acknowledgments

than at any other time. This book is a modest contribution to such an ef-
fort. It describes how the growth of modern international law (especially
international institutions and human rights, its two most cosmopolitan
achievements of the twentieth century) is a product of an ambivalent and
complex interaction between international law and social movements of
people in the Third World faced with a process of enormous transforma-
tion unleashed in their territories called “development.”

The telling of this story is also targeted at the ideological and political
structure of standard narratives about how international legal transfor-
mation happens. In this traditional analysis, legal change is either “inter-
nal,” driven by the structure of norms, the function of institutions, and
the interests of states. Or legal change is “external,” driven by changes in
community values, interests, or power. In either case, this story-telling
has been characterized by two major sets of bias: a bias towards the West,
rarely treating the Third World as a maker of legal transformation; and a
bias towards the elites in legal transformation, ignoring the importance
of the role played by ordinary people. This book challenges these sets of
bias and argues that it is impossible to understand how international law
and institutions have evolved in the modern period (since the League of
Nations) without taking Third World social movements, into account. To
that extent, this study is also a contribution to a tradition of Third World
scholarship in international law. But it is also a challenge to traditional
Third World scholarship in international law that remained focused on
the state, by examining the relation between states, social movements, and
international norms and institutions.

This book is the outgrowth of my doctoral dissertation at Harvard Law
School submitted in June 2000, but reflects several years of engagement
with the themes presented here during my human rights and legal work
with the United Nations. Writing this book would not have been possible
without the help of a very large number of individuals. First among them
is David Kennedy, my doctoral supervisor, whose personal encourage-
ment to “return” from the field of activism and undertake the arduous
task of writing a doctoral thesis, is gratefully acknowledged. More than
that, his scholarship has provided a singular inspiration for my work and
challenged me to engage in critical reflection in a way that I myself would
never have imagined possible.

This work also importantly benefited from the guidance of my doctoral
committee consisting of Amartya Sen, William Fisher, and Joseph Singer
as well as detailed criticism from the external reader, Richard Falk. I thank
them all for their critical, yet constructive, comments and support.
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provided detailed criticism and comments on the whole manuscript and
I am particularly grateful to them. Martti’s work has been singularly in-
spiring for mine. I am also deeply grateful to the detailed comments of the
two anonymous reviewers of Cambridge University Press on the whole
manuscript.

At various stages, the following people sharpened my understanding of
the themes presented here through discussions and I thank them deeply:
Kerry Rittich, Robert Wai, Obiora Okafor, Annelise Riles, Karen Knop,
Chantol Thomas, Karen Engle, Diane Otto, Hilary Charlesworth, Susan
Marks, Philip Allot, Makau Mutua, Benedict Kingsbury, Tom Farer,
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At MIT, the following colleagues have been kind enough to discuss
and sometimes offer comments on either ideas presented here or on var-
ious parts of this book: Judith Tendler, Bish Sanyal, Diane Davis, Alice
Amsden, Karen Polenske, John DeMonchaux, Larry Susskind, Dara
O’Rourke, Martin Rein, Larry Vale, Noam Chomsky, Susan Silbey, Jean
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I am grateful to the students and faculty who participated in the
“New social movements and international law” workshop that I taught at
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Harvard Law School as a Senior Fellow in 1997–98, the students in the
“Economic development and international institutions” seminar at Uni-
versity of Oklahoma Law School in fall 1998 that I taught as Crowe and
Dunlevy Visiting International Professor, the students in the summer
seminar on international law at the University of Helsinki Faculty of Law
in 2000 and the students in my “Law, social movements and public policy”
course at MIT. The work on this book was supported by several fellow-
ships: the Samuel Morse Lane Fellowship, the Senior Fellowship and the
Reginald Lewis Fellowship, all at Harvard Law School and the Soros Justice
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My editors at Cambridge University Press, Finola O’Sullivan and Jennie
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patience while prodding me along. My production editor, Jackie Warren,
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Some chapters from this book have been previously published in whole
or in part in journals or books, often in substantially different form. The
publications are:

“International Law and Social Movements: Challenges of Theorizing
Resistance,” Columbia Journal of Transnational Law 42 (2003), 397

“From Modernization to Democratization: the Political Economy of
the “New” International Law,” in eds., Richard Falk, Lerter Ruiz, and
R. B. J. Walker Reframing International Law for the Twenty-first Century
(Routledge, 2002)

“From Resistance to Renewal: the Third World, Social Movements and
the Expansion of International Institutions,” Harvard International Law
Journal 41(2) (Symposium Issue on International Law and the Developing
World: a Millenial Analysis, Spring 2000), 529.

“International Law and the Development Encounter: Violence and
Resistance at the Margins,” 93rd American Society of International Law
Proceedings (1999), 16.

This book is dedicated to my wife, Anu and our children, Mekala and
Muhil, whose love and affection in the face of my obvious failings makes
all the work so important. Finally, this book and all my work would not
have been possible without the love and support of my mother, Kalyani,
and the faith of my father, S. R. Balakrishnan, who inspired the love of
law and scholarship in me.
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